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The 2-MIcroiocai Canonical Form for a Class
of Microdifferentiai Equations
Propagation of Singularities
By

Nobuyuki TOSE*

§ 00 Introduction
We study a class of microdifferentiai equations with involutory
double characteristics.
In [8], the author dealt with a class of equation whose microlocal
model is
(0. 1 )

P0u = (A A + (lower) ) u = 0

defined in a neighborhood of (0, rf^3) ^T*Cn.
He employed the
theory of 2-microlocalization developed by M. Kashiwara and Y,
Laurent (See for example [2] and [6].) and showed that (0. 1) is
equivalent to AM~ 0 or Aw = 0 or u = 0 as a 2-microdifferential equation0
In this paper, we generalize the result of [8] mentioned above to
a class of microdifferentiai equation of which microlocal canonical
form is
(0.2)

P1u= (D^D™2 + (lower) ) u = 0

defined in a neighborhood of (0, dz^) £;T*Cn,
(0. 3)

We assume that

PI has Regular Singularities along

in the sense of Kashiwara-Oshima

[3],

We prove that (0. 2) is equivalent to
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or

or u =

as a 2-microdifferential equation.
In hyperbolic case, we study the propagation of microlocal singularities of the solutions of the equation whose model is (0, 2).
Now we give the plan of this paper.
In §1 we prepare some notation about microlocal analysis and 2microlocal analysis.
In §2 we announce the main theorem.
In §3 we give the proof of the main theorem. In the course of
the proof, we give the 2-microlocal canonical form of the equation
(0.2).
The author would like to express his gratitude to Prof. H. Komatsu
for guidance and encouragement.
§ 1. Preliminaries and Notation
1.1. Let X be an open subset of Cn and let T*X be its cotangent
bundle. We identify the zero section of T*X with X. Let £ =
(£!, ..., £n) be a coordinate system of X. Then (^ C*fik) denotes a
point of T*X with CeC n . T*X is endowed with the sheaf g x [resp.
(if 5] of microdifferential -operators of finite order [resp. of infinite
order] constructed in [S. K. K.].
Throughout section 1, A denotes the following homogeneous regular
involutory submanifold of f*X
(1.1)

( = T*X\X).

4={U,C)e7**,Ci=---=C, = 0} (1^/00.

We prepare some notation concerning the second microlocalization
or 2-microlocalization developed by Y. Laurent [6],
X can be identified with the diagonal set of XxX.
Thus we
obtain a canonical injection T*X=T$(XxX)-*T*(XxX)
which
defines an injection A->AxA. We remark that Ax A is endowed
with a canonical foliation. By definition, A denotes the union of
bicharacteristics of A X A which pass through A. T*AA has the canonical
coordinate (*, C"<fe", *'*&') with *eZ, *'= U l 3 . . . , *,),*'* = Ctf,..., rf)
e C", ^ = U,+1, ...,*„) and C = (Cm,..., CJ e C"-'.
Here (*, C)
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denotes a point of A. We identify the zero section of T*A with A0
Y. Laurent [6] defined the sheaf g\°° on T\A called the sheaf of
2-microdifferential operators of infinite order. <f V is constructed
using the coordinates (£, C, £'*) as follows,,
Definition 1.1 (Y. Laurent [6]). Let U be an open set of TAA.
A formal sum £ PU(Z, ?, *'*) belongs to F(U9 £2A°°) if and
(i.j)eZ 2

only if the following conditions (A), (B) are satisfied,
(A) P i t j ( z , C", £'*) is holomorphic on U and homogeneous of
order j with respect to (C"? z'*) and homogeneous of order i with
respect to £7*.
(B) For any compact subset J£ of [/, there exists a positive number
Ctf and for any positive number e and any compact subset K of f/5
there exists a positive number C EiX such that the following estimates
(B^^CBJ are satisfied.

(B2)

sup |P,;+, | ^C.Ti

C I3) <!ii
(B
su

(B4)
(f^i00 is a ring extension of TT I<QX\A, where TT is the
projection T^A-^A. In fact, we have
(1.2)

canonical

g^\A - »®*A~=W\A.

Here (1.2) is injective.
Here we give the sheaf f2A(ril\

which is a subring of g2A°°e

Definition 1.2. For (z'09j0) ^Z2 and r(r>l) eQU {00} 3 P=
({E£2A°°) belongs to ^Vril)Po5jo] if and only if
(1. 3)

We define ^ 2 ^ (ra) by
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Definition 1.3. If P=^Pu is a section of <^(r§1)[z'o,./o] an(i *s not
a section of ^^(r>1)[i,j] which is strictly smaller than <? V ril) Po> Jo],
then we put
(1.5)

*$M(P)=Pw

which is called the principal symbol for P along A of type (V, 1).
For details about 2-microdifFerential operators, see Y. Laurent [6].
1.2. We prepare some notation about 2-microfunctions developed by
M. Kashiwara-Y. Laurent.
Let M be an open subset of Rn and X be a complexification of
M in Cn,
M [resp. X] is equipped with a coordinate system
x= (#!, . . . , *J [resp. ^= (zl9 . . . , O]« Then (*, V— 1 £*dx) denotes a
point of j=\T*M ( = TSfX) with f = ( f t , ..., fj e«». V^ T*M is
endowed with the sheaf ^M constructed in Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [7].
Throughout section 1, /I* is the following homogeneous regular
involutory submanifold in V —1 jT*M( = V — 1 T*M\M).

(1.6)

AR = {(x, V — 1 <W#) ; f i = •e a = f d = 0} (

Then ^t is a complexification of AR in T1*^. ^1 is a regular involutory
submanifold of T*X, thus A has a canonical foliation. AR denotes the
union of bicharacteristics of A passing through AR.
AR is equipped with the sheaf ^'~ R of microfunctions with holomorphic parameters (zl9..., zd).
T^RAR has a canonical coordinate system (x^ — 1 ?'W? V —1 x'*dx'}
with A;eM, *'=(*!, ...,* d ), A:/*=(*I*, ...,^*)e/f z , ^ = fe+l9..., xj
and f= (fd+i, • • • , £„) e/P1-'1. Here (x, V- 1 fV^) denotes a point of
AR. We remark that T*AA is a natural complexification of T*ARAR.
We define several sheaves.

(1.7)

^. = ^1^-

(1.8)

^2AR = ^dAR(^AR)

(1.9)

<g* =jf?>*

(the sheaf of 2-hyperfunction) .

(p-\<g

A

y ( the sheaf of 2-microfunctions) .
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Here TT is the comonoidal transformation

TT: (AR\AR)\JT*ARAR

>A*

and a is the antipodal map a: T*ARAR->T^KAR (if OF is a sheaf on
T^RAR, J^fl denotes the inverse image of ZF by a).
We remark that V2AR is an «?*i°° module,,
We have the following fundamental exact sequences for ^2AR-

(i. io)

o—^.—»^—>^BH! (^E |r*RiR)—»o.

(1.11)

0

*VM\AR

"&JR.

Here

*>: T*AttAR (= 7>iVB)
For details about
Laurent [2].

the

>A*.

2-microfunctions,

see M0 Kashiwara-Y 0

§ 20 Announcement of the Main Theorem
We consider the following microdifferential equation defined on a
neighborhood of p e V - 1 T*Rn.
(2.1)

Pu=(PlmiP2m2+Q)u = Q.

Here we assume that
(2.2)

ord P—ki

(i=l,2)

and that Q, is of strictly lower order than P™1, P™20
(2.3)

a(Pi}=pi

We put

(the principal symbol of Pt).

We assume the following conditions (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and
(2.8).

(2.4)

Pl(p)=p2(p)=0e

(2. 5)

pl9 p2 are real

(2. 6)

dpi, dp2 and V — 1 2 f idxt are linearly independent at p.

(2. 7)

A~HO) n/>2 -1 (0) n V-l T*/?1 is involutory.

(2.8)

P has Regular Singularities along A=p±l(Q) 0^(0)
the sense of Kashiwara-Oshima [3],

n

0

in
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In order to state the main theorem, we define the following regular
involutory submanifold AR in V — 1 T*Rn.
(2. 9)

A* =fil (0) n p2l (0) 0 iPT

T*R\

The bicharacteristic of AR passing through / is denoted by 2Now we announce
Theorem 2.1.

Let u be a section of ^

of p that satisfies the equation (2. 1).
n

U of p in V — 1 T*R and a family

Rn

defined on a neighborhood

Then, there exist a neighborhood

{b}} t<=Ti of integral curves on XJ °f HP

and a family {b^\t^T2 of integral curves on ^ of Hp, such that ^dsuppu
fl U is the union of U b] and U V\ and some of connected components of

(Snc/)\(u
#u teT
u a?).
feTj
2

Remark 2. 2. T. Kobayashi ([5] and [4]) deals with the similar
but more general class of differential equations with analytic coefficients.
But his results are restricted to the case of differential equations and
the method employed there is completely different from that in this
paper.
Moreover the result in this paper about propagation of microlocal
singularities is sharper.
By Kashiwara-Kawai [9], it is possible to prove that
(2. 10) if u is a microfunction solution to (2. 1) in Theorem 2. 1 and if

then p3p supp u.

Here

Sj = {expfofl^) °exp(s2Hp2) (p) ; sl9 s2^0}
where Gxp(SiHp.) (q) is the flow of Hp. issued from q.
As a corollary to Theorem 2. 1? we can prove
Theorem 2.4.
2.1.

Let u be a microfunction solution to (2.1) in Theorem

If supp w n t / n ^ n C / ^ u r 2 ) ^ 0, then p^supp u. Here
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§ 3. Proof of the Main Theorem
- 2-microlocai Canonical Form
By Grigis-Lascar [1], it is sufficient to study the equation of the
form
(3. 1 )

Pu= (D™1D22 + £(*, D) ) u = 0

when one wants to prove Theorem 2. 1. Here we assume that P is
a microdifferential operator defined in a neighborhood of
qQ= (Q, V^Trfxs) e ^

T*Rn

and that
(3. 2)

ord Qj>3 Ac) ^i

+ m2- L

Moreover we assume that
(3. 3)

P has Regular Singularities along
in the sense of Kashiwara-Oshima

[3],

We remark that the structure of the microdifferential
(3. 1) is well known outside A after Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara
We put for convenience

(3.4)

equation
[7],

AR = A^{

We study the equation (3. 1) 2-microlocally along A and give the
canonical form for (3. 1) as a 2-microdifferential equation defined
in a neighborhood of qi= (0; V — 1 dx$ V —1 dx2) that is a point of T*%AKe
We write Q(x9 Z>J in the form
j

where Qj(z, Q is the j-th order symbol of Q(x, Z),). Next we develop
0,,/CSjO by partial Taylor series with respect to d and C,2 as

(3.6)

Qjk, o - a zez a7a2fe DCiX"2

with C = (Cs 3 ..., C»). Then the symbol series of Q,O3 Z),) is {Q,w(£, C3
^ /HC )} as a 2-microdifferential operator. Here
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Q,»feC,£'*)= S ar
The assumption (3. 3) implies that
(3.7)

{(/,i); a

Figuse 3. 1

The right side of (3.7) is in Figure 3. 1.
Because D2 is invertible in (?5i(o0il) in a neighborhood
equation (3. 1) is 2-microlocally equivalent to

(3.8)

of qi9 the

(D

Here
(3.9)

£(*, A J e ^ V ^ K - l , ^i-l].

Hereafter we put m = m1.
By Weierstrass type division theorem for ^^ (o0fl) (see Laurent [6],
Theoreme 2. 7. 4) , we may assume (3. 8) is in the form
(3. 10)

(Am + £o(*5 D')DTl+ • • - +£„,.!(*, /)'))« = 0

with J D ^ ( A , - - . , DJ and B,(*, ^0 e *!i<~-1)[>, j].
Next we consider the equation (3. 10) in the matrix form

(3.11)

D1U=M(x, D')U.

Here M(x, Z)J is a mXm matrix of 2-microdifferential operators and
has a form
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fOl
01

(3.12)
01
01
.. BQ

Theorem 3.1. In a neighborhood of ql= (0; V — 1 dx3; V — 1 dx2), there
exists R(x,D')<=g2A°°(><)End(Cm) such that
(3. 13)

(A/c-o -

(3.14)

R(x,D'}

is invertible,

Here / (m) denotes an identity matrix of degree m.
Thus

Proof.

We put

' D%~1
(3.16)

C=

A

l

which is invertible in ^2A(oo'l\
We put
(3. 17)

F(x,D') =

0

D2

o

and

DlI(m}-C(DlI(m,~M(x,D^C-1

A
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(3.18)

' 0 D2
0 D2
N=
- •
0 J

We remark that
'^(00|1)[/,/]
We define FQ(x,D')

(3. 20)
Because

(for I r ^ / ^ m — ]
(for J^wi).

by

F(*, DO = F0(*, DO
£sD2-se ^-^[O, 0] (j = 0, 1, ..., m-1),

we have by (3. 18)
(3. 21)

F(x?\ x'9 DO • • - -FO^, *', DO e *V"il}[w-l, w-1

with #'=(#2, ...,#„).
We construct R(x, DO e ^!i°°(x)End(Cm) which satisfies
(3. 22)

(A/(m)-F(*, DO)/?(^ 5 DO =*(*, J30 (A/c»)).

To obtain R(x,D'), we define {/Z(/)(A:, DOl/^o recursively by
(3. 23)
D ( / )x^j
/ r -*--'
7 y/N _ E•*Vx1^"} -'-^
n'}RV-U(x
~Jl\,
/•*•*•
\

D'}x
J "^"^

(1=1
\
l , ^2- . , e . . )
y.

In an explicit form, R(n (x9 DO is expressed as
(3.24)

By (3.21),
(3. 25)

F(*tt), *', DO • • -F(f a) , *', DO

where J is the largest integer satisfying ms^k.
We put formally

(3.26)

#(*,DO=

and prove ^(A;, DO defines a section of £2A°°. Then it is sufficient
to show that XI R(mn(x,D') is convergent in $2A°. To see it we define
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Definition 3. 2 (Formal Norm) . Let V be an open set of T*AA.
For a compact set K of V and P<EF(F 9 <??5 (00>1) [/,/]) we define a
Formal Norm of P on K by
(3.27)

N£*(P9s,t)
— y
~

2 ( 2 ( y Z + 2 ) ) J (— j'Q!

Here «=(«'; or') = (ai , a2; a,, . . , «„),J8= (|8'; ^3") = (ft, &; fe . . , &)
"^
and F*>-(
P,, + and

d

\l(

Remark 3.3. For Pse
inequality

5

\*(

tf^^U,,

d

Y (

d

1,1 (V)

(^ = 1,2), we have an

(3. 28) N$+W* (PJz, s, 0 CTV^1' v (Pb j, 0 ^»- V (P2, s, t) .
(Continue to the proof of Theorem 3. 1.)
We define formally
(3.29)

S/Z ( * I ) (*,^ / )=S5 t V (^/) / )

where <SV/ is the symbol of order [i, j]0
(3.30)

5 fV =

Z

Z(m-l)^y

Then it is easy to see

^m/).

Here ^?/fz) denotes the symbol of /2(wZ) with order p, j]0
We take a compact neighborhood of ^ and put
(3.31)

sup \zi\=h.
^3(^,0

We have the estimates
(3.32)

)

o

/

where we put

We define a positive number C2 by
(3. 33)

C2

/

\TilLJ *

U2
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Then by (3. 32) we have
(^ 34A
(0.3%)

sup \oiii+k II ^<

2

Qnn 1C

Z(m-l

If

We define $(i,k) by the right side of (3.34).
Estimates of (f>(i,k) in case i<CO,
(3.35)

0(i, A)
- v r.zi.z(0ft
— I)/— i—
A)!
- -

By the estimates (3. 35) above, if we take h small enough and fix
0*-, 0 in (3.33) so that Mr w ~ lim ~ 13 (Gi, J, 0 is convergent, then we have
a positive number CK such that
(3.36)

sup |5u+4 1 ^ (-!)!(-*)! C?-*.
if
Estimates of <f>(i,k) in case z'^0, A<^0.
First we make a remark which appeared
Chapter 2 of Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [7].

in Theorem 5. 2. 1 in

Remark 3. 4. If we take a positive number C3 small enough, then
for any positive number 7] there exists a positive number C^ such that
(3.37)

2 ((m-l)/-j)! a
/son-Df
(TH/)!

^(.
j!

Q)j

If we take a positive number C3 small enough, there exists a
positive number C4 such that
( 3 .3 8 )

m ^ '
(ml) \

In case that i + k^Q, by (3. 37), for any positive number 7] there
exists a positive number C7 such that
(3.39)

0(t,A:)^.

g^

_

»!

(-*)!
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Thus, if we take A in (3. 33) small enough and fix (j, 0 in
(3. 33) so that NK(G^ s, 0 is convergent, then for any positive
number e there exists a positive number C£IK such that
(3.40)

sup|5 u+i |^e'C^
K

~,
ll

(t + A^O).

When i + A<CO, we have a positive C4 such that
(3. 41)

0(i, A) ^s2W4-(i+B ( (-A) -i) !

C

Because we can take C4 as large as we like, there exists a positive
number CB,K for any positive number e such that
(3.42)
After all, we have proved that R(x9 Df) in (3. 26) defines a section
of $ 2A°° in a neighborhood of % which satisfies (3.21).
Next we have to prove that R(x, D') is invertible0
But we can prove it by applying the same argument of Theorem
5.2. I in Chapter 2 of Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [7].
Q. E0 D.
As a corollary to Theorem 3. 1, we obtain a theorem about the
propagation of 2-microlocal singularities for the solutions to (3. 1).
We take a coordinate system of T*AnAR as (x, V — 1 ?", V—1 (#*,
with f"=(? 3 > • • • > ? » )

and

define Jj. and J 2 , subsets of T*AR!R

by

Theoerm 3 0 5, Lg^ u be a section of ^2AR defined in a neighborhood of
qi = (0; V — 1 J^3; V — 1 dx2) [resp. q2 = (0; V — 1 <f#3; V — 1 ^) ] which satisfies
(3. 1). Then the support of u in contained in %i [resp. S2Ja Moreover,
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the support of u is the union of integral curves of d/dxi [resp. 9/9#2]9
Proof. By Theorem 3. 1, it is sufficient to show that the assertion
holds for u^&2AR, ql [resp. u^&2R, g2] satisfying d/dxi*u = Q [resp.
9/9#2"M = 0]. But it is an easy consequence of de Rham's lemma for (&2AR*
(See Appendix.)
From Theorem 3. 5 above, we obtain
Theorem 3. 6.

Let u be a micro junction defined in a neighborhood Q

of qo= (0, V — 1 dxs) that satisfies (3.1) and 2 be a bichar act eristic

of

R

A that pass through q0= (0, V — 1 dx3). Then there exists a family of
integral curves on 2, {b^} te^ °f d/dxi and [bf}}t^T2 of d/dx2 such that
supp un%

is a union of U bf\
teTj

of
Proof.

U bf} and some of connected components
*eT2

We remark that there exists a canonical spectral map
Sp\n.K~l@\R - >V\R (^: T*ARAR -

by Kashiwara-Laurent [2]0

(3. 43)

>AR)

We put

r=sfA*M n (T*A*A*\A*).

Because T-cI^U^ T 'IS divided into two parts as

(3.44)

r=(rn*i)u(rn^2).

Moreover, ^ClI1 [resp. ?c:Z^\ is a union of integral curves of d/dxl
[resp. 9/9^2] °n ^i[resp. £2]- Thus, when we put ri = 7t(Y^) fl
S (i = l,2), Fi is written as

(3.45)

F~ U b? (i = l,2)

by families of integral curves on I: {b^} (er

for d/dxi and [bf}] t<=T2 f°r

By the fundamental exact sequences (1.10) and (1.11), we find
that

(3.46)

r 1 ur 2 csupp(^) n^

and that on ^ ( ^ U A ) u has holomorphic parameters

(^, ^2) and
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thus has unique continuation property a (See Lemma 2, 2. 6 of Chapter
3 of Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [7].) After all, we have proved the
assertion of Theorem 3. 6.
Q. E. D0
We have proved Theorem 2. 1 by Theorem 3, 6 above.

Appendix. De Rfaam's Lemma for 2-Microfunctioiis
We follow the notation prepared in the subsection § L 2 under
the assumption d^2.
Let Jt be the coherent 2x module associated with
(A. 1)

9/9*,- • u = 0

(l^i^k<^d),

We put XQ = Xn [zi= °es =£fc = 0} and M0 = MnXQ and define
projections pi X
>XQ and pi M
>MQ naturally. Then we have

(A. 2)

0 x) "p-10 XQO

R $&m,®x (^

We set N=Xn { I m ^ 1 = - - » =Im^ d = 0} and NQ = XQf]N. We define
a canonical projection a>i N X T^QX0
>T^QXQe We identify N X T%QXQ
NQ

NQ

with the submanifold of T%X and microlocalize (A. 2) along N0 Then
we can derive an isomorphism
(A. 3)

V^-oJ-1^-*

RjBm^Jf,

by Lemma 2.2,3 of Chapter 1 of Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [7]. Here
Jl is the associated $ x module for Ji and ^ A~R denotes the sheaf on
o
A® = T^0^0 of microfunctions with holomorphic parameters C^j+i, » « = ,
Z&).

We set ^ = TxQX0 f! T'MQ^O and define a canonical

^^xT^io
^«

^0

2

>T%4?.

We also identify A*xT*ARA$

^0

^«

submanifold of T^RARa

projection
with the

^0

Microlocalize (A. 3) along AR, then we can

deduce an isomorphism
(A. 4)

fijfi*,-i(/

, ^J,
^® X* A'

with TT: T*A->Ae Here ^
n

0

2

^0

V2An)~<i>-^R

R

is the sheaf on T*RAR
A

of 2-microfunctions

0

along A a The above isomorphism is nothing but de Rham's lemma
for 2-microfunctions.
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